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Pet Portraits in Line and Wash 
CVWG Workshop, May 8-10, 2018 
Reference Photo Requirements 

All participants who attend my pet portrait workshop must bring a reference photo of their pet to use for their project painting. 
Your reference photo can be of any type animal but must meet the following criteria: 

• Printed on 8.5 x 11 PLAIN COPY PAPER (not photo paper!). We will be using the graphite transfer method to trace the 
basic form and features onto watercolor paper; this will not work if your image is printed on heavier photo paper.  

• Back and white or color; you’ll be painting in color but you can wing it (trust me, you can!) even if your photo is in black 
and white. 

• The pet’s face should take up most of the image.  
• The pet should be in a nice pose, with features visible, in focus, and well lit, preferably with natural light coming from one 

side. Photos taken indoors with flash, especially head-on to the animal, should be used only if you have no other choice.  
• Background details are unimportant and will not be included in the project portrait, so don’t worry about them. 

 POOR REFERENCE:     PERFECT REFERENCE: 
          Pet’s face is too far away,    Good side lighting, head/neck fills the 
 details are too small and out    frame, cute pose/expression. 
 of focus. 

Digital Editing. If the photo you want to use is digital, you can upsize and crop it as needed before printing it on 8.5 x 11 
paper. Most computers and phones have some image editing/resizing/cropping tools on them. 

If you don’t know how to do this, you can email your digital image to me. I will try to do the upsizing and cropping for you 
(one image per student). However, if the image is low quality to begin with, my ability to get a good result will be limited. 
Send the largest image or best resolution image you have (if you’re sending it from a cell phone, it may ask which size to 
send; select the largest size offered).  

My email address is carole.pivarnik@gmail.com. I will reply to your email when I get it so if you don’t hear 
from me, assume I did not get your email. The most common reason I don’t get emails is due to spelling errors in the email 
address. Many times, people inadvertently leave the “e” off my first name or add a “c” before the “k” in my last name. The 
email address must be spelled precisely as shown for me to get it.   

Note: Obviously you will be more emotionally involved in the project painting if it is of your own pet, but the point of the 
workshop is to learn a process. That requires a reference photo that will not cripple your efforts. So, if you don’t bring a 
reference with you or the one you do bring doesn’t meet the criteria listed above, I’ll provide one for your use that will aid in 
your learning process.
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